Deep-sea fishes living in darkness have evolved unique predation and communication mechanisms involving bioluminescence and other stratagems. Another adaptation is the transparency of the teeth of several species, which is hypothesized to provide stealth for predation. We investigated the transparent teeth of the dragonfish and discovered that it is due to the mixture of nanocrystalline and amorphous phases in both its enamel-like and dentin layers and the absence of tubules. This structure significantly decreases the Rayleigh scattering of the hydroxyapatite-collagen mixture.
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SUMMARY

The dragonfish is a voracious predator of the deep sea with an arsenal of tools to hunt prey and remain concealed. In contrast to its dark pigmented skin, the dragonfish is equipped with transparent teeth. Here, we establish the structure, composition, and mechanical properties of the transparent teeth for the first time. We find the enamel-like layer to consist of nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite domains (~20 nm grain size) embedded in an amorphous matrix, whereas in the dentin layer the nanocrystalline hydroxyapatite coats nanoscale collagen fibrils forming nanorods. This nanoscale structure is responsible for the much-reduced Rayleigh light scattering, which is further ensured by the sufficiently thin walls. Here, we suggest that the nanostructured design of the transparent dragonfish teeth enables predatory success as it makes its wide-open mouth armed with saber-like teeth effectively disappear, showing no contrast to the surrounding blackness of the fish nor the background darkness of the deep sea.

INTRODUCTION

Despite the recent abundance of research on biological materials,1–4 including those of marine origin,5 organisms that live at great ocean depths have been virtually unexplored, both in terms of their structure-property relationships and potential for bioinspiration. This is in no small part due to the difficulty in accessing these pelagic depths (down to 4,000 m on average) and extracting specimens for study. The physics driving the biology of deep-sea animals (and therefore the biological materials they make) is indeed complex, and still poorly understood with regard to its regulatory effects on biological processes. To predict some of the “deep-sea effects” on biological materials, one must note a number of unique features characteristic of deep-sea environments: lack of ambient light,6 low temperatures, and high pressures.7,8 As a result of these extreme conditions, fascinating adaptations have evolved.

A unique observation is that the teeth of several deep-sea fishes are rather transparent. These teeth have heretofore not been studied, and until now their structure, mechanical properties, and ecological function have remained unreported. Herein, we show that the teeth are composed of two homogeneous concentric layers, namely enamel-like and dentin, which constitute the wall of the teeth, and that they are nanostructured, resulting in reduced Rayleigh scattering of light.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optical Performance in Transmittance and Reflectance

Deep-sea dragonfish, belonging to the family Stomiidae, are apex predators that typically feed on smaller myctophiform and gonostomatid fishes.\(^9\,10\) Thus, they have proportionately enormous jaws capable of a special mechanism of opening and closure referred to as “loosejaw.” This mechanism allows the dragonfish to open its jaw to a greater extent than a conventional jaw of similar size, and enables it to ingest preys up to 50% of its own size.\(^11\) This design allows for effective predation as the dragonfish can ingest large prey for sustained energy, which are often scarce in the deep sea. It has also been reported that the jaw muscles of the dragonfish are weak\(^11\) and therefore that the large fangs must be sharp, as confirmed by their slim and pointed outline (Figure 1), to pierce prey effectively. These teeth, although “large” relative to the jaw, and in fact sticking out of it in many cases, are difficult to see because they range from translucent to transparent for light depending on whether in air or water, respectively.

In terms of spectral translucency, the teeth analyzed in filtered seawater showed light transmittance that changed gradually with the color spectrum, increasing gradually from \(\sim 38\%\) in the blue range to \(\sim 73\%\) of light in the red range (Figure 2B). This is a significant increase of transmittance when compared with analysis done in air, which showed transmittance around \(\sim 32\%\) of light in the blue range to \(\sim 35\%\) of transmittance in the green-red range (Figure S1). Although a limited amount of this difference could come from technical challenges of capturing light transmittance in water rather than air, the difference is likely to originate mainly from differences of refractive indices between the inside of the tooth material and the outside medium (water versus air). In water, the interfaces with the tooth material show a smaller difference of refractive index than for air, causing light to be less diffracted sideways when penetrating and existing the tooth, resulting in it becoming more transparent than
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in air. To analyze the effect of tooth material (tooth thickness and relative mineralized
density) on the transparency, we performed hyperspectral analysis at three different
locations along the tooth (tip, middle, base) considering that the micro-computed
tomography (μ-CT) data (Figure 2A) clearly showed a gradient structure along the
length of the tooth. The base is thicker and less mineralized (indicated by the cooler
colors) while the tip is thinner and more mineralized (indicated by the hotter colors).
The tip transmits less light in the blue range and more light in the red range when
compared with the base and middle sections. As expected, all sections of the tooth
transmit less light in the blue range, which is due to an increase in Rayleigh scattering
that is inversely proportional to the fourth power of wavelength.

The transparency of the teeth of the deep-sea dragonfish Aristostomias scintillans, in
terms of both level of transparency and spectral difference, is comparable with that
of the shell of the shallow-water oyster Placuna placenta. In this shell, transmittance
ranges from ~20% in the blue range up to ~80% in the red range, which is homoge-
neous spatially for various thicknesses (71–660 μm).12 P. placenta is a shallow-water
oyster. Transparency in shallow waters where sunlight is abundant is critical for cam-
ouflage but also for sunlight to reach photosymbionts that could live under shell
structures.13 At such great depths where the dragonfish is found, there is only light
from bioluminescence, which causes the effectiveness for transparency to increase
dramatically.14 For example, the contrast threshold for a cod's eye increases from
0.02 at light intensities found at 200 m to 0.5 at 650 m, where it would be unable
to detect tissues with a transparency greater than 50%.14 This suggests that the
transparent teeth, while comparable with a shallow-water oyster, are much more
effective in the greater depths of the ocean.

While transmittance is an indicator of transparency by measurement of how much
light can pass through a material without being lost (e.g., via scattering, absorb-
ance), it is also valuable to analyze reflectance. Reflectance is important from an
ecological standpoint as it signifies the amount of light that would shine back
from the tooth surface and can therefore illuminate the fish's presence. Reflectance
was analyzed with hyperspectral imaging at three positions similar to those for trans-
mittance (tip, middle, base) to differentiate between structural effects along the
tooth. The teeth were analyzed against a white background, and since they are

Figure 2. Optical Properties in Transmittance and Reflectance
(A) μ-CT scan of a longitudinal cross-section of a representative tooth. The color mapping indicates relative density signifying degree of mineralization. Hotter colors (red) are more dense while cooler colors (blue) are less dense. Dashed lines represent relative locations where analysis was performed.
(B) Transmittance for three sections of one tooth (tip, middle, base) with respect to wavelength.
(C) Reflectance for three sections (tip, middle, base) with respect to wavelength.
See also Figure S1.
translucent the background influences the reflectance. Reflectance near 100% indicates how closely matched to the background the material is (i.e., the more transparent it is). Anything less than 100% reflectance suggests that the light was lost due to various mechanisms such as scattering and absorbance. The teeth analyzed showed reflectance in filtered seawater from 39% of light in the blue range to 86% of light in the red range (Figure 2C). The base of the tooth had the greatest reflectance of 70% in the blue range and 86% in the red range. Again, reflectance in the blue range was decreased due to an increase in Rayleigh scattering for blue light. The reflectance analysis shows that the teeth match fairly well to the white background and therefore are not likely to reveal the presence of the dragonfish to either prey or predator.

We believe that the elaborate structural arrangement of the teeth, which provides mechanical strength combined with transparency, enhances predatory performance of the fish. The dragonfish is indeed a top predator of the deep sea, with a dark sleek body that is equipped with rows of photophores along the ventral region and a light-producing barbel attached to its chin. The ventral photophores’ light emission matches that of downwelling environmental light camouflaging its silhouette. While the barbel is used to attract the attention of its prey, the dragonfish body and mouth in particular must remain hidden for effective hunting. We suggest that the transparent teeth provide an additional successful camouflage strategy by reducing the scattering of light (from any possible bioluminescence from the dragonfish itself and/or its possible prey) and being therefore concealed against the darkness of the mouth and/or deep ocean.

**Structural Characterization of Enamel-like and Dentin Layers**

Under white-light illumination, it was detected that the teeth have two types of surfaces: smooth and striated (Figures 1B, S2, and S3). The rough surface is located mainly on the concave section of the tooth and consists of longitudinal striations and ridges. The smooth surface is located elsewhere on the tooth, which is thus characterized by an absence of significant surface features. All observed teeth have longitudinally aligned ridges on the concave surface, which are shown for eight representative teeth in Figure S3; these correspond to teeth imaged from the maxilla shown in Figure S2. The ridges are spaced ~20 μm, are sharp (radius at the tip ~1–2 μm) and can effectively cut tissue. Some of the teeth show perforations at the base, which can act to increase their flexibility as the prey might be wiggling when caught (Figure S3).

The teeth were observed under electron microscopy to obtain their principal morphometry, nanoscale structure, and composition. Overall, all teeth were found to have radii of curvature at the tip ranging from 2.5 to 5 μm. This is extremely sharp when compared with piranha teeth that have a radius of ~14 μm and the sharpest knives that have a radius of ~1 μm. A notable number of teeth have significant wear and tip fractures, revealing the pulp cavity as shown in Figure 3. The fracture surface in Figures 3C and 3D highlights two subsurface layers: a smooth, apparently more brittle layer ~3 μm thick (marked 1) and a rougher layer (marked 2).

The features in the fracture surface align with the longitudinal tooth direction (Figures 3A and 3B). The surface of the tooth also exhibits a pattern of circumferential cracks that do not extend through the entire thickness but are restricted to the outside layer. This pattern of cracks is evidently produced by flexure of the tooth, which eventually led to its intentional fracture for observation (Figure S4A). The dentin layer, as will be seen later, has a structure that can provide greater toughness.
A specimen for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was extracted by focused ion beam (FIB), and showed that cracks initiating at the surface arrest before reaching the dentin-enamel junction (Figure S4B).

Atomic-resolution TEM on specimens that were further thinned to ~40 nm shows the characteristics of both the enamel-like and dentin layers (Figure 4A). The enamel-like layer consists of individual crystallites (Figure 4B) which, upon stacking, form Moiré patterns. The edges of the crystals are rounded, supporting the hypothesis that they are embedded in an amorphous matrix. The diffraction pattern (Figure 4C) exhibits a clear circular pattern (with individual spots embedded in the circle) and circular segments. One can distinguish a preferential orientation from the segments, and the diffraction pattern is similar to the one observed by Mahamid et al. (Figures 3B and 3C), which they describe as poorly crystalline and clearly crystalline, respectively. The diameters of the rings coincide with those of Mahamid et al. (002) and (004) (Table 1). A simple manner to interpret the structure is to consider it as a mixture of amorphous and nanocrystalline phases. The crystals have approximate dimensions of 5 x 20 nm. They are difficult to resolve because their size is significantly smaller than the thickness of the foil (~80 nm). However, additional characterization on a specimen subjected to a different preparation procedure...
confirmed the nanoscale features and Moiré pattern formation (Figure S5).

The dentin structure (Figures 4A and 4D) consists of nanometer-size rods (~5 nm diameter) forming an interwoven pattern by virtue of their “curvy” nature. There is also a degree of nanoscale porosity in the structure suggested by the spatial variation in electron transmission (darker and brighter regions adjoining each other). The diffraction pattern (Figure 4E) is more representative of an amorphous structure when compared with the enamel-like layer, which has clear diffraction spots embedded in the rings. The diffraction pattern shows a spacing of ~0.8 nm, which suggests that these are the (001) planes of hydroxyapatite (Table 1).

**Dentition Is Composed of Nanocrystalline Hydroxyapatite and Collagen**

To determine the mineral nature, we first observed the teeth under blue-light illumination for fluorescence detection. Teeth of mammalian organisms fluoresce in the green when excited in UV light (350–400 nm). Such fluorescence has been extensively reported\(^\text{22}\) and attributed not only to the organic matrix (collagen) of the teeth\(^\text{23,24}\) but also to the mineral itself (dentin, enamel, and/or aragonite\(^\text{25–27}\)). In the case of the dragonfish teeth, only limited fluorescence was observed when excited at 355 and 390 nm (Figures 1D and 1E). This indicates that the teeth are...
not made of a brightly fluorescent mineral such as aragonite, and that any organic material is poor in aromatic amino acid known to have fluorescence, such as tryptophan, tyrosine, and histidine.

The diffraction patterns of the teeth allow for the identification of hydroxyapatite (HAP) \( \text{Ca}_5(\text{PO}_4)_3(\text{OH}) \), as predicted. Table 1 provides the spacings and intensities, in the enamel-like and dentin layers, of the diffraction patterns.\(^{28}\) Bright-field and dark-field TEM were used to determine the respective location of organic and inorganic material. As shown in Figure 5B, the dark-field micrograph highlights the individual nanorods, which are primarily composed of inorganic material. This suggests that the crystalline inorganic material is HAP, which is embedded within an organic matrix further characterized as collagen. The formation of HAP nanorods suggests preferential nucleation on collagen fibrils with diameters in the 5- to 10-nm range.

The presence of carbon in several of the quantitative scans (Figure S5) indicates collagen. This is confirmed using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), which illustrates the intensity of functional groups detected by changes in dipole moment during molecular vibration. The functional groups that reveal the presence of collagen are the amide I, II, and III bands, which occur at 1,632, 1,536, and 1,240 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively (Figure 6 and Table S1).\(^{29,30}\) Additionally, FTIR validates the presence of HAP with intensity bands corresponding to \( v_4\text{PO}_4^2^- \), \( v_2\text{CO}_2^3^- \), \( v_3\text{PO}_3^3^- \), and \( v_3\text{CO}_2^3^- \) at 554 and 600, 870, 1,024, 1,410 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively (Figure 6 and Table S1).\(^{31}\)

### Table 1. Identification of Lattice Spacings from Diffraction Rings and Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diffraction Files</th>
<th>Intensity/Spacing (nm) from de Wolff(^28)</th>
<th>Enamel-like (nm)</th>
<th>Dentin (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( {100} )</td>
<td>12/0.817</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {002} )</td>
<td>40/0.344</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {211} )</td>
<td>100/0.281</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {112} )</td>
<td>60/0.278</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {300} )</td>
<td>60/0.272</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {400} )</td>
<td>12/0.172</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( {213} )</td>
<td>40/0.184</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nanoscale Features Responsible for Reduced Rayleigh Scattering

Rayleigh scattering is a well-known phenomenon with a characteristic particle-size dependence. Rayleigh scattering applies to particles that are much smaller than the interacting wavelength of light satisfying the condition \( x \ll 1 \) where \( x = \frac{2\pi r}{\lambda} \), \( r \) is the radius of the particle, and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength of light. Rayleigh scattering numerical solutions work best for idealized systems of homogeneous spherical particles. This makes it difficult to apply to the system of the transparent teeth where the main constituent is randomly oriented nanorods. Scattering is highly dependent on particle size and orientation; therefore, spherical approximations are not sufficient for analyzing nanorods.\(^{32}\)

For this reason, the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation (RGD) is used for randomly oriented nanorods. Along with the conditions for Rayleigh scattering, RGD particles must be optically soft, which is described by having a refractive index, when compared with the surrounding medium, of close to unity, \( |m - 1| \ll 1 \), where...
\[ m = \left( \frac{n}{n_0} \right). \] Additionally \[ x|m - 1| \ll 1, \] where \[ x = 2 \pi r / \lambda \] must be met. In accordance with RGD, the light-scattering efficiency coefficient \( Q_R^b \), for randomly oriented nanorods, has been derived by Shapovalov.\(^{33}\) For a randomly oriented cylinder with a height \( H \) and a radius \( a \), the light-scattering efficiency coefficient is

\[ Q_R^b = \frac{k^4 a^7 H (n^2 - 1)^2}{32 \pi^2} \cdot QC(H, a), \]  

(Equation 1)

where

\[ QC(H, a) = \frac{4 \pi^2}{3} \left\{ 8 - \frac{22}{45} (kH)^2 - \frac{38}{15} (ka)^2 - \frac{13}{105} (ka)^2 (kH)^2 \right\} \]  

(Equation 2)

and \( k = 2 \pi / \lambda \). The light-scattering efficiency coefficient is determined by dividing the light-scattering cross-section by the cross-sectional area of projection of a particle on a plane and describes how efficiently light can be scattered.\(^{33}\) In Figure 7, \( Q_R^b \) is plotted against the radius for three different wavelengths (450, 550, and 650 nm), \( H = 20 \) nm, and \( n = 1.66 \) (the refractive index for HAP). This demonstrates how scattering efficiency decreases as the radius decreases. From TEM micrographs (Figure 4), we conclude that the radius of the nanorods ranges from 0.5 to 1.5 nm and that the height ranges from 5 to 25 nm, which is predicted to produce negligible scattering. Although the RGD is an approximation, it is sufficient to show the scattering dependence on particle size and provides insight into why the teeth are transparent.

**Nanoindentation and the Influence of a Mineralization Density Gradient**

The hardness and reduced Young’s modulus (mean ± SD) of the enamel-like and dentin layers were measured using a nanoindenter (Figure 8). The enamel-like layer is hardest and stiffest with an average hardness of 4.2 ± 1.1 GPa and a reduced modulus of 43.3 ± 15.8 GPa. The hardness is comparable with the teeth of the great white shark and piranha, which are reported as 4.1 ± 1.1 GPa and 4.1 ± 0.9 GPa, respectively.\(^{34}\) Despite the significant differences in size, morphology, and habitat, the mechanical properties of the enamel-like layer of these predatory species are strikingly similar. The dentin has an average hardness of 2.1 ± 1.2 GPa and a reduced modulus of 16.4 ± 7.3 GPa. When compared with the dentin of the great white shark and piranha, with reported hardnesses of 0.7 ± 0.2 GPa and
0.8 ± 0.3 GPa, respectively, the dragonfish dentin (2.1 ± 1.2 GPa) is much harder, suggesting that it has a higher degree of mineralization and nanoscale structural arrangement, both of which should contribute to transparency.

The teeth are found to have a gradient in mineralization (Figure 8A), which accounts for the variability in hardness with location of indentation. While we report the hardness and reduced modulus as an average value, it is important to note the range. The enamel-like layer was only indented at the tip of the tooth where the surface is large enough to reduce effects from the dentin-enamel junction (DEJ) and the surrounding epoxy. The enamel-like layer has a hardness that ranges from 2.6 to 5.4 GPa while the reduced modulus ranges from 26.8 to 67.9 GPa. The dentin hardness ranges from 0.4 to 3.9 GPa and the reduced modulus ranges from 3.5 to 38.4 GPa.

The degree of mineralization was quantified using thermogravimetric analysis. The resulting value of ~80% mineralization (Figure S6) is indeed greater than the average dentin reported for the teeth of humans with ~75% mineralization, who have tooth hardness similar to that of piranha and great white shark. The minimal amount of dispersed collagen fibrils likely reduces scattering. Additionally, the dragonfish teeth lack microscale features such as dentin tubules. Dentin tubules are known to provide energy-absorption properties and inherently reduce the stiffness. The absence of tubules not only accounts for the high stiffness of the dentin layer but also the transparency. The typical coloration of the dentin layer, as seen in human teeth, is associated with scattering that occurs due to the presence of tubules.

Conclusions
We show that the teeth of dragonfish owe their transparency to a nanoscale structure of hydroxyapatite and collagen, which is devoid of microscale features such as dentin tubules; they are also sufficiently thin (~60 µm) to reduce Rayleigh scattering. The enamel-like layer is highly mineralized, consisting of amorphous/nanocrystalline HAP (~20 nm grain size), while the dentin consists of an array of interpenetrating nanorods (~5 nm diameter) of HAP embedded within a collagen matrix. This transparency is a unique property that is the result of the nanoscale structure of the teeth, in contrast with the teeth of other animals and humans. Thus, it is an adaptation to
thriving in the aphotic zone, where biological light (bioluminescence) drives the predator-prey interactions.

The mechanical properties of the enamel-like layer are similar to those of the piranha and the great white shark, despite vast differences in size, morphology, and habitat. However, the dentin, comparatively, is much harder and stiffer with a higher degree of mineralization and a lack of tubules, which is a mechanical trade-off to ensure transparency by reducing scattering. The nanoscale structure also contributes to this higher degree of hardness.

This report is the first to study one species of deep-sea fish, A. scintillans, and their transparent teeth. We demonstrated using a variety of characterization techniques that the teeth are extremely hard and sharp, being comparable with those from great white sharks or piranhas. This surprising finding correlates well with the fact that the dragonfish is an efficient predator where food is scarce. In the deep sea, many organisms are able to produce light and use this to navigate around and spot/escape potential prey/predators. Within this context of biological light, the teeth of the dragonfish remain invisible, being built to show no contrast with the surrounding water. Thus, in combination with the blackness of its skin, the array of hard sharp teeth from the dragonfish represents a deadly invisible weapon for an efficient predator.

Our investigation highlights the importance of using the materials science approach to better understand specialized dentition in response to feeding habits, and its usefulness in exploring the ecology of deep-sea organisms and their unknown properties.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

The specimens of A. scintillans were collected during the April 29, 2017 SIO research cruise on the ship R/V Robert Gordon Sproul, off San Diego in the San Diego Trough. The trough is a deep canyon with an average depth of 1,000 m. Pelagic organisms
were collected using mid-water trawling with a net, from a depth of ~500 m. Upon retrieval on the boat deck, organisms were placed directly in cold seawater and sorted for use. Surprisingly, many fishes were still alive and able to survive in a tank for several hours. If (or when) showing no signs of life, the organisms were placed in a −20°C freezer, or in liquid nitrogen (both available on the ship). Back in the laboratory, the samples were stored in freezers at −20°C or −80°C until use.

Optical Characterization
For optical observation, we defrosted the specimen at laboratory temperature and photographed the fish and teeth under a Nikon SMZ 1500 stereoscope equipped with a Retiga 2000R (QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada) color digital camera. The system also has an annular ring illumination system to provide omnidirectional lighting, polarizers, and several fluorescence cubes to allow excitation at 355, 390, and 470 nm using an EXFO X-Cite 120 W mercury lamp (long-pass filters were used to visualize the emission). Samples were imaged in air and filtered seawater.
After imaging under the stereoscope, the head was sectioned off the main body using a clean razor blade. The entire head was then either microdissected for “extracting” teeth with minimum flesh attached and analyzed for transparency, or was dehydrated using stepwise increments of increasing ethanol concentration from 40% to 100%. This step was necessary for observation by scanning electron microscopy. Additionally, critical point drying was used to remove excess water and specimens were coated with molybdenum. Fresh specimens were also studied and compared with those that were critically dried to discern between the artifacts from drying. There are no apparent differences between the teeth that were freshly examined and those that were critically dried.

To examine teeth transparency, we used a PARISS hyperspectral imaging system (www.lightforminc.com), using teeth separated from the head (see below). The analyses were performed on a Nikon 80i microscope outfitted with a monochrome Retiga 2000DC, CCD camera (QImaging). Wavelength calibration was performed with an MIDL Hg”/Ar” emission lamp (LightForm, Asheville, NC, USA), and accuracy was recorded and verified to be better than 2 nm. The tip, middle, and base of teeth were mapped for spatial distribution of spectra. The analyses were made in both air and filtered seawater. Air makes them turn less transparent because of changes of refractive index in the air medium (versus water39). However, this helped us visualize the spectral distribution in the teeth (translucent rather than transparent). In all cases, 100% of the pixels of the mapped areas showed different ratios of five representative spectra, called “reference spectra.” Distribution of these reference spectra across the pixels of an image was used as a proxy of homogeneity in the sample with regard to letting certain wavelengths pass through the sample. Here, we adopted a minimum correlation coefficient of 98.5% for the analyses, indicating that pixels (or areas of the image) showed the same reference spectrum when having more than 98.5% similarity with the specific reference spectrum. The transmittance and reflectance percentage were calculated by dividing the scan of the tooth by the background. Although five different teeth were analyzed, the data were similar across them, and thus only a representative tooth is presented here for the hyperspectral analysis.

Microstructural Characterization
More than 40 teeth from ten different specimens were imaged using scanning electron microscopy, and fresh samples were imaged using environmental scanning electron microscopy under a Quanta 400 field-emission gun (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) in low vacuum mode (P = 100 Pa, accelerating voltage 10 kV) equipped with an EDAX Genesis V6.04 (EDAX, Mahwah, NJ, USA) X-ray spectrometer. Specimens for TEM (JEOL JEM-2100 LaB 6 operating at 200 kV accelerating voltage) were either extracted by an FEI Versa3D FIB and post-thinned using a Fischione NanoMill, or prepared by scratching a single tooth on sandpaper and investigating the enamel-like layer. A beam current of 30 pA/cm² and a voltage of 30 kV was used.

For X-ray microscopy, an individual tooth was imaged (Xradia 510 Versa; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a voxel size of 4.542 μm and an acceleration voltage of 40 kV, resulting in 996 projection images. The images were processed using Amira software (FEI).

Compositional Analysis
For FTIR, whole teeth were individually used to collect the spectra. The spectra were collected in the absorbance mode in air with ~25 N of force applied to the specimen measurement surface using an ATR Spectrum Two instrument (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). A background spectrum was first taken for background subtraction using Spectrum 10 software (PerkinElmer). The resultant collected wavelengths were
from 400 cm$^{-1}$ to 4,000 cm$^{-1}$ wherein the main mineral and collagen signals were captured. The baseline of each spectrum was corrected using Spectrum 10 software (PerkinElmer).

Thermogravimetric analysis (SDT Q600 Simultaneous TGA/DSC; TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA) was used to determine the mineral composition of the dentin. The enamel layer was scraped away using polishing paper to isolate the dentin. On average 15 teeth from more than eight different specimens were used per sample to produce a significant mass (~2 mg) that could be detected by TGA. Samples were then heated from room temperature to 800°C at a rate of 10°C/min under nitrogen. The temperature values to determine each phase composition were used from Vargas-Becerril et al. After 600°C the water and organic phase is considered to be removed. The mass percentage was calculated by dividing the mass recorded by the initial mass.

Mechanical Properties
The hardness and reduced modulus of the enamel-like and dentin layers were measured using a nanoindentation testing machine (Nano Hardness Tester; Nano-vea, Irvine, CA, USA) equipped with a Berkovich diamond indenter tip. Five dried teeth from four different specimens were embedded in epoxy and polished perpendicular to the tip to expose the transverse region. These samples were then mounted with superglue onto a steel block with the transverse region exposed. The maximum penetration depth of the indenter tip into the tooth was 2.67 μm. All indentations were performed by penetrating through each layer with a load of 15 mN, loading and unloading rates of 30 mN/min, and 20 s of hold time. A total of 5–10 indents were made on each layer and averaged.
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Table S1. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy absorption bands for a tooth sample and their functional groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave number (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>554, 600</td>
<td>(v_4\text{PO}_4^3^-)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>870</td>
<td>(v_2\text{CO}_3^2^-),</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>(v_3\text{PO}_4^3^-),</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1240</td>
<td>Amide III</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410</td>
<td>(v_3\text{CO}_3^2^-)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1536</td>
<td>Amide II</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1632</td>
<td>Amide I</td>
<td>28, 29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S1. Hyperspectral analysis in transmittance of one air-dried tooth. (A) Map showing spatial distribution of the five spectra color-coded differently (note that the tooth is still fully transparent in some areas, as shown by the red-coded spectrum identical to the light source) (B) Grey-scale image of the tooth indicating its relative intensity of translucency. (C) The five reference spectra color-coded, and the light source spectrum (outside the sample area). Percent of pixel occurrence for each spectrum is given for the base and the tip of the tooth.
Figure S2. Fresh sample of a dissected jaw with each tooth characterized by ESEM. Orientation and location of the teeth in the jaw is shown. The concave surface is striated while the more exposed surface is smooth.
Figure S3. Details of the concave side of representative teeth showing longitudinal striations.

Teeth imaged in Figure S2. (A-C) Note perforation in bottom of teeth marked with arrows; (D-G) different teeth; (H,I): detailed view of ridges that are ~20 µm apart and have a radius of curvature, at the apex, of approximately 1-2 µm.
Figure S4. Crack formation and propagation. (A) Pattern of circumferential cracks in the enamel-like layer and FIB sample removal. (B) TEM showing crack initiating from the fracture surface and propagating through the enamel-like layer and arresting before the dentin.
Figure S5. Transmission electron micrograph of enamel-like region showing amorphous matrix and nanocrystalline domains (Moiré pattern of region circled). This sample was prepared by a unique procedure not using FIB. This is shown to compare sample preparations. The enamel-like layer of the tooth was rubbed against sandpaper to detach fragments. The fragments were floated in water and placed on a 3 mm copper grid covered with amorphous carbon. These fragments were imaged and shown here. Ultimately, the different sample preparations yielded similar results which show an amorphous matrix with nanocrystalline domains.
**Figure S6. EDX composition scans of a single tooth.** This shows presence of carbon, oxygen, phosphorous, and calcium which are all constituents of HAP and collagen.
Figure S7. Thermogravimetric analysis of dentin. This shows the relative composition of dentin (water, organic, and mineral). The removal of water and organic happens after 600°C. The relative weight percent of water, organic, and mineral is roughly 7%, 12%, and 81% respectively.